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WE cannot help thinking that in “Wives and Daughters” the late Mrs. Gaskell has added 
to the number of those works of fiction — of which we cannot perhaps count more than a 
score as having been produced in our time — which will outlast the duration of their 
novelty and continue for years to come to be read and relished for a higher order of 
merits. Besides being the best of the author’s own tales — putting aside “Cranford”, that 
is, which as a work of quite other pretensions ought not to be weighed against it, and 
which seems to us manifestly destined in its modest way to become a classic — it is also 
one of the very best novels of its kind. So delicately, so elaborately, so artistically, so 
truthfully, and heartily is the story wrought out, that the hours given to its perusal seem 
like hours actually spent, in the flesh as well as the spirit, among the scenes and people 
described, in the atmosphere of their motives, feelings, traditions, associations. The 
gentle skill with which the reader is slowly involved in the tissue of the story; the 
delicacy of the handwork which has perfected every mesh of the net in which he finds 
himself ultimately entangled; the lightness of touch which, while he stands all 
unsuspicious of literary artifice, has stopped every issue into the real world; the 
admirable, inaudible, invisible exercise of creative power, in short, with which a new and 
arbitrary world is reared over his heedless head — a world insidiously inclusive of him 
(such is the assoupissement of his critical sense), complete in every particular, from the 
divine blue of the summer sky to the June-bugs in the roses, from Cynthia Kirkpatrick 
and her infinite revelations of human nature to old Mrs. Goodenough and her provincial 
bad grammar — these marvellous results, we say, are such as to compel the reader’s very 
warmest admiration, and to make him feel, in his gratitude for this seeming accession of 
social and moral knowledge, as if he made but a poor return to the author in testifying, 
no matter how strongly, to the fact of her genius. 

 For Mrs. Gaskell’s genius was so very composite as a quality, it was so obviously 
the offspring of her affections, her feelings, her associations, and (considering that, after 
all, it was genius) was so little of an intellectual matter, that it seems almost like 
slighting these charming facts to talk of them under a collective name, especially when 
that name is a term so coarsely and disrespectfully synthetic as the word genius has 
grown to be. But genius is of many kinds, and we are almost tempted to say that that of 
Mrs. Gaskell strikes us as being little else than a peculiar play of her personal character. 
In saying this we wish to be understood as valuing not her intellect the less, but her 
character the more. Were we touching upon her literary character at large, we should 
say that in her literary career as a whole she displayed, considering her success, a 
minimum of head. Her career was marked by several little literary indiscretions, which 
show how much writing was a matter of pure feeling with her. Her “Life of Miss Brontë,” 
for instance, although a very readable and delightful book, is one which a woman of 
strong head could not possibly have written, for, full as it is of fine qualities, of affection, 
of generosity, of sympathy, of imagination, it lacks the prime requisites of a good 
biography. It is written with a signal want of judgment and of critical power; and it has 
always seemed to us that it tells the reader considerably more about Mrs. Gaskell than 
about Miss Brontë. In the tale before us this same want of judgment, as we may still call 
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it in the absence of a better name, presuming that the term applies to it only as it stands 
contrasted with richer gifts, is shown; not in the general management of the story, nor 
yet in the details, most of which are as good as perfect, but in the way in which, as the 
tale progresses, the author loses herself in its current very much as we have seen that 
she causes the reader to do. 

 The book is very long and of an interest so quiet that not a few of its readers will 
be sure to vote it dull. In the early portion especially the details are so numerous and so 
minute that even a very well-disposed reader will be tempted to lay down the book and 
ask himself of what possible concern to him are the clean frocks and the French lessons 
of little Molly Gibson. But if he will have patience awhile he will see. As an end these 
modest domestic facts are indeed valueless; but as a means to what the author would 
probably have called a “realization” of her central idea, i. e., Molly Gibson, a product, to 
a certain extent, of clean frocks and French lessons, they hold an eminently respectable 
place. As he gets on in the story he is thankful for them. They have educated him to a 
proper degree of interest in the heroine. He feels that he knows her the better and loves 
her the more for a certain acquaintance with the minutia of her homely bourgeois life. 
Molly Gibson, however, in spite of the almost fraternal relation which is thus established 
between herself and the reader — or perhaps, indeed, because of it, for if no man is a 
hero to his valet de chambre, it may be said that no young lady is a heroine to one who, 
if we may so express our meaning, has known her since she was “so high” — Molly 
Gibson, we repeat, commands a slighter degree of interest than the companion figure of 
Cynthia Kirkpatrick. Of this figure, in a note affixed to the book in apology for the 
absence of the final chapter, which Mrs. Gaskell did not live to write, the editor of the 
magazine in which the story originally appeared speaks in terms of very high praise; and 
yet, as it seems to us, of praise thoroughly well deserved. To describe Cynthia as she 
stands in Mrs. Gaskell’s pages is impossible. The reader who cares to know her must 
trace her attentively out. She is a girl of whom, in life, any one of her friends, so 
challenged, would hesitate to attempt to give a general account, and yet whose specific 
sayings and doings and looks such a friend would probably delight to talk about. This 
latter has been Mrs. Gaskell’s course; and if, in a certain sense, it shows her weakness, it 
also shows her wisdom. She had probably known a Cynthia Kirkpatrick, a résumé [sic] 
of whose character she had given up as hopeless; and she has here accordingly taken a 
generous revenge in an analysis as admirably conducted as any we remember to have 
read. She contents herself with a simple record of the innumerable small facts of the 
young girl’s daily life, and leaves the reader to draw his conclusions. He draws them as 
he proceeds, and yet leaves them always subject to revision; and he derives from the 
author’s own marked abdication of the authoritative generalizing tone which, when the 
other characters are concerned, she has used as a right, a very delightful sense of the 
mystery of Cynthia’s nature and of those large proportions which mystery always 
suggests. The fact is that genius is always difficult to formulate, and that Cynthia had a 
genius for fascination. Her whole character subserved this end. Next after her we think 
her mother the best drawn character in the book. Less difficult indeed to draw than the 
daughter, the very nicest art was yet required to keep her from merging, in the reader’s 
sight, into an amusing caricature — a sort of commixture of a very mild solution of 
Becky Sharp with an equally feeble decoction of Mrs. Nickleby. Touch by touch, under 
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the reader’s eye, she builds herself up into her selfish and silly-and consummately 
natural completeness. 

 Mrs. Gaskell’s men are less successful than her women, and her hero in this book, 
making all allowance for the type of man intended, is hardly interesting enough in 
juxtaposition with his vivid sweethearts. Still his defects as a masculine being are 
negative and not positive, which is something to be thankful for, now that lady-novelists 
are growing completely to eschew the use of simple and honest youths. Osborne 
Hamley, a much more ambitious figure than Roger, and ambitious as the figure of 
Cynthia is ambitious, is to our judgment less successful than either of these; and we 
think the praise given him in the editorial note above-mentioned is excessive. He has a 
place in the story, and he is delicately and even forcibly conceived, but he is practically 
little more than a suggestion. Mrs. Gaskell had exhausted her poetry upon Cynthia, and 
she could spare to Osborne’s very dramatic and even romantic predicaments little more 
than the close prosaic handling which she had found sufficient for the more vulgar 
creations. Where this handling accords thoroughly with the spirit of the figures, as in the 
case of Doctor Gibson and Squire Hamley, the result is admirable. It is good praise of 
these strongly marked, masculine, middle-aged men to say that they are as forcibly 
drawn as if a wise masculine hand had drawn them. Perhaps the best scene in the book 
(as the editor remarks) is the one in which the squire smokes a pipe with one of his sons 
after his high words with the other. We have intimated that this scene is prosaic; but let 
not the reader take fright at the word. If an author can be powerful, delicate, humorous, 
pathetic, dramatic, within the strict limits of homely prose, we see no need of his 
“dropping into poetry,” as Mr. Dickens says. It is Mrs. Gaskell’s highest praise to have 
been all of this, and yet to have written “an everyday story” (as, if we mistake not, the 
original title of “Wives and Daughters” ran) in an everyday style. 

 

The Nation, February 22, 1866 

 

 


